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Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), either single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) or multi walled carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs), have received increasing attention due to their unique structural and
extraordinary chemical and physical properties and wide range of applications over other materials.
CNTs have unique combination of mechanical (Young’s modulus ~1 TPa and tensile strength up to
60 GPa, which can be more than 100 times that of stainless steel), electrical (maximum electrical
conductivity at 300K~106 S/m for SWNT and >105 S/m for MWNT, which makes them excellent
conductors – comparable to copper – or semiconductors) and thermal properties (maximum
thermal conductivity of 6600 W/mK for an individual SWNT and > 3000 W/mK for an individual
MWNT comparable to diamond) as well as low density, flexibility, thermal stability as high as 2000–
°
2400 C in an argon atmosphere or under vacuum and large aspect ratio (diameter as low as 3.3 °A
and length as high as 6 mm, commercially available CNTs have diameters ∼nm and lengths ∼mm,
2
therefore aspect ratio has an order of 10 ) and their ability to establish different types of
interactions with organic and inorganic analytes. In fact, they have even been designated in several
occasions as the most researched materials of the 21st century [1-12].
CNTs have been synthesized by various methods, e.g. electric arc discharge, laser ablation and
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). CVD appears to be a promising method to synthesize CNTs
because of its low cost, simple configuration and high flexibility in adjustable parameters for
controlling the CNTs structures [13-16].
Membrane science has grown synergistically over the past thirty years. Increasing energy issue has
become important and its rising cost is probably one of the reasons for membrane technology to
play an influential role in reducing the environmental impacts. Membranesare promising
candidates for separation due to their high stability and efficiency, low operating and capital cost,
low energy requirement and also ease of operation. Membranes with good thermal and
mechanical stability combined with good solvent resistance can be suitable for industrial processes.
Furthermore, they are also known for their reliability to be used in remote locations as membranes
have no moving parts and thus making them mechanically robust. Membrane-based separations
have demonstrated outstanding advantages over the conventional separation methods such as
adsorption and distillation which involve troublesome and complicated operations. Nowadays,
membrane-based separation has been widely applied in the industrial scale for gas separation,
liquid separation and pervaporation. The current applications of membrane-based gas separation
include removal of carbon dioxide from fuel or flue gas, hydrogen recovery and natural gas
separation. On the other hand, the application of membrane-based liquid separation has been
extended to ultra/microfiltration and reverse osmosis [17-20].
The growing interest has led to development of inorganic and polymeric membranes. Polymeric
membranes are either porous or dense and have low mechanical stability. They often show
reduced permeate flux at higher pressure. This reduction may result from compaction of the
originally porous structure to the more dense structure. Generally, inorganic membranes can
provide the desired material properties for different separation processes. However, their
performance and higher cost compared to polymeric membranes may restrict their industrial
applications. Development of novel membrane architecture today is of great importance to
enhance the membrane performance in separation. The recent development of polymeric and
inorganic materials has seemingly reached a limit in trade-off between selectivity and permeability.
The deficiencies of these materials have in turn switched the focus of researches towards the
realization of a new class of membranes, namely mixed matrix membranes (MMMs). MMMs
comprise an inorganic entities embedded in a polymer matrix and have been proposed as an
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alternative approach to obtain promising selectivity benefits of the inorganic media with
economical processing capabilities of polymers [21].
Water, a nonsubstitutional natural resource, has been already scarce, and is becoming increasingly
scarce day by day. Due to population growth, economic development, rapid urbanization, largescale industrialization and environmental concerns, water stress has emerged as a real threat.
Additionally, climate aberrance has significantly affected water stress, changed rainfall patterns,
and shrinked snow and ice covers that feed rivers. While scarcity drives us to use lower quality and
unconventional water sources, membrane separation technology can meet these global climate
challenges. Membranes are widely used not only to treat surface water but also to reuse
wastewater and to desalinate seawater which can alleviate the problem of water scarcity.
However, one of the main problems with desalination membrane technology is the high level of
energy consumption. For example, the energy consumption for seawater desalination using reverse
3
osmosis (RO) membranes has dropped from 8.0 to 3.4 kWh/m . Advanced energy recovery devices
are expected to be available soon, and the specific energy consumption (SEC) is being decreased to
<2.5 kWh/m3. Nevertheless, this consumption is still higher than the theoretically limited value for
seawater desalination of 1.06 kWh/m3 (assuming 35,000 mg/L of salt in seawater and a typical
recovery of 50%). One key for further decreasing the energy consumption is to develop novel
membrane materials with higher permeability. Nevertheless, the current thin film composite (TFC)
RO membranes suffer from a trade-off between salt rejection rate and permeability. To overcome
the limits of current polymeric membranes, new types of membranes with higher permeability and
rejection rate have been invented. These membranes use CNTs as membrane pores. One of the
most remarkable properties of CNTs, which makes them attractive for membrane preparation, is
their unique combination of extremely high aspect ratio with small dimensions. The second
important property of CNTs critical for transport applications is the remarkable atomic scale
smoothness and chemical inertness of the graphitic walls. These CNTs membranes could potentially
provide a solution to water shortages, as they seem to outperform existing membranes by
providing higher water flux and lower energy consumption [22-33].
A number of theoretical reports have considered the behavior of water confined in CNTs [34–43].
Sholl et al. [44] reported simulation results of extremely high gas diffusivity in CNTs and high gas
permeability for the vertically aligned CNTs membranes. Hinds et al. [45] and Holt et al. [46]
reported synthesis of free-standing and silicon-chip supported vertically aligned CNTs membranes
via a complex synthesis method, and confirmed experimentally high permeability for the CNTs
membranes. However, it is difficult to use the free-standing or silicon-chip supported CNTs
membranes in large-scale industrial applications. Macroporous α-alumina in various geometries is
arguably the most common support for inorganic membranes used in commercial applications. Lin
et al. [47,48] also reported synthesis of CNTs membrane on porous α-alumina support via a multistep method. Fornasiero et al. [49] also reported synthesis of vertically aligned CNTs membrane.
They did fill the gaps between the CNTs by low pressure silicon nitride deposition, and as a result,
the CNTs were only functionalized at their entrances by plasma treatment to control water
desalination. Also, Tofighy et al. [50] reported synthesis of vertically aligned CNTs membrane on
porous α-alumina support via a simple method for salty water desalination.
In comparison to other membranes, there are only limited works reported on preparation of CNTs
membranes for gas or liquid separations. Because, it is impossible to synthesize CNTs membranes
with nanotubes inter-grown together without inter-tube gaps, due to the unique structure of
single-walled or multi-walled CNTs and their growth mechanisms, hence, filling the inter-tube gaps
of CNTs arrays is the main step of the CNTs membrane synthesis. Also, removing the excess filling
layer from the CNTs membranes is controversial and difficult.
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Therefore, the feasibility of CNTs membranes has not been fully investigated, as they are still in the
laboratory stage of development and not yet commercially available. Fabrication of CNTs
membranes, with controlled geometry, porosity and pore shapes is also challenging.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
Basic CNTs information
CNTs are rolled-up structures of a perfect hexagonal carbon crystal molecular sheet (graphene, the
strongest known material) as tubular cylinders. Since the discovery of CNTs in 1991 by Iijima [1],
they have received much attention for their many potential applications, such as nanoelectronic
and photovoltaic devices [51,52], superconductors [53], electromechanical actuators [54],
electrochemical capacitors [55], nanowires [56] and nanocomposite materials [57,58]. Carbon
nanotubes may be classified as single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [59,60], double-walled
carbon nanotubes (DWNTs) [61,62] or multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) [1]. SWNTs and
DWNTs comprise cylinders of one or two (concentric), respectively, of graphene sheets, whereas
MWNTs consist several concentric cylindrical shells of graphene sheets. CNTs are synthesized in a
variety of ways, such as arc discharge [59], laser ablation [63], high pressure carbon monoxide
(HiPCO) [64] and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [65,66]. CNTs exhibit excellent mechanical,
electrical, thermal and magnetic properties [67,68]. The exact magnitude of these properties
depends on diameter and chirality of the nanotubes and whether they are single-walled, doublewalled or multi-walled form. Typical properties of CNTs and graphite are collected in Table 8.1 [69–
74].
TABLE 8.1
Theoretical and experimental properties of CNTs and graphite [75]
Property
Specific gravity
Elastic modulus
Strength
Resistivity
Thermal conductivity
Magnetic susceptibility

CNTs
3
0.8 g/cm for SWCNT;
3
1.8 g/cm for MWCNT (Theoretical)
~1 TPa for SWCNT; ~0.3-1 TPa for MWCNT;
50-500 GPa for SWCNT; 10-60 GPa for
MWCNT
5-50 µcm
-1 -1
3000 W m K (Theoretical)
6

Thermal expansion

22×10 EMU/g (perpendicular with plane);
6
0.5×10 EMU/g (parallel with plane)
Negligible (Theoretical)

Thermal stability

>700 °C (in air); 2800 °C (in vacuum)

Graphite
3
2.26 g/cm for
1 TPa (in-plane)

50 µcm (in plane)
-1 -1
3000 W m K (in-plane);
-1 -1
6 W m K (c-axis)
-6

-1

-6

-1×10 K (in plane); 29×10 K
(c-axis)
450-650 °C (in air)

-1

Because of these excellent properties, CNTs can be used as ideal reinforcing agents for high
performance composite materials. The excellent mechanical properties of CNTs arise from the
presence of carbon–carbon bond in the graphite layers, which are most probably the strongest
chemical bond known in nature. This sp2 bonding has eventually contributes to the high stiffness
and axial strength of CNTs [76].
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The cylindrical shape of a SWNT can be imagined virtually by wrapping it in a layer of graphite
called graphene. The way graphene winds can be described by a pair of indices (n, m). The indices n
and m are integers indicating the number of unit vectors along two directions of graphene (Figure
8.1) [76]. The inner diameter of a nanotube can be calculated from the ‘‘rolled up’’ vector as
follows [77]:
=( ) (

+

+

)−2

(1)

Where,
is inner diameter (I.D.) of nanotubes, is lattice parameter of graphene (=2.46 A˚) and
is vander Waal’s radius of a carbon atom (1.7 A˚).

FIGURE 8.1
Letters (n, m) indicate the number of unit vectors in an infinite graphene sheet and Ch is a ‘rolled up’ vector. T
denotes the tube axis, and a1 and a2 are the unit vectors of graphene. If m = 0, the CNTs are called ‘zigzag’. If n
= m, the CNTs are called ‘armchair’. In other cases, the CNTs are ‘chiral’ [87]

Nanofluidics of CNTs membranes
The inner walls of CNTs are smooth and hydrophobic. Movement of water molecules passing
through the interior a CNT can be explained by the ballistic motion of water chains (1D wire) due to
strong hydrogen bonding between water molecules and minimal interaction with the CNT inner
wall [78–80] (Figure 8.2).
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FIGURE 8.2
Movement of water molecules through a SWNT [87]

The mass movement of water molecules through a CNT does not follow conventional fluid
mechanics [81]. Thus, it is necessary to introduce a plausible transport phenomenon called
‘‘nanofluidics’’. In this novel theory, it is assumed that the fluid flowing through a nano-channel has
a slip length with no friction [82]. Adopting the slip-flow condition, the Hagen–Poiseuille equation
can be used as follows [81]:
=

( / )

( ) .

( ) ∆

.

(2)

Where
is water flux depending on the slip length, is diameter of the nano-channel, ∆ is
pressure difference between both ends of the nano-channel, is viscosity of water and is the
length of nano-channel. The slip length ( ( )) can becomputed as follows:
( )=

,∞

+

(3)

Where ,∞ is the slip length of the graphene surface (assumed to be 30 nm), and is a fitting
parameter. Additionally, the diffusion coefficient of water molecules is estimated as
=
0.9423 × 10
for a 2.1 nm diameter nanotube [83].
In this manner, the CNTs membranes use inner and/or outer surface of CNTs as nano-channels for
transporting fluid. With this configuration, applications of the CNTs membranes may not be limited
to desalination processes. Additionally, it may be feasible to extend the use of CNTs membranes to
include separation technologies for oil and gas [84–86].
Transport of fluids through CNTs is of great interest since they have been recognized as a promising
material for nanofluidic and membrane technology. The high fluid fluxes reported in the recent
publications are attributed to the atomic-scale smoothness of the CNTs walls and the molecular
ordering phenomena inside the nanopores [87].
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Functionalization of CNTs
Since CNTs usually agglomerate due to Van der Waals force, they are extremely difficult to disperse
and align in a polymer matrix. Thus, a significant challenge in developing high performance
polymer/CNTs composites is to introduce the individual CNTs in the polymer matrix in order to
achieve better dispersion and alignment and strong interfacial interactions, to improve the load
transfer across the CNT-polymer matrix interface. Functionalization of CNTs is an effective way to
prevent CNT aggregation, which helps to better disperse and stabilize the CNTs within the polymer
matrix. There are several approaches for functionalization of CNTs including defect
functionalization, covalent functionalization and non-covalent functionalization [88].
Defect functionalization
CNTs can be purified via oxidative methods by oxygen, air, concentrated sulfuric acid, nitric acid,
aqueous hydrogen peroxide, and acid mixture to remove metal particles and/or amorphous carbon
from the raw materials (untreated CNTs). In these methods, defects are preferentially observed at
the open ends of CNTs. The purified SWNTs contain oxidized carbon atoms in the form of –COOH
group. In these oxidizing methods, SWNTs are broken to very short tubes (pipes) of lengths 100300nm [89-93].
Surface of the acid treated MWNTs indicates the presence of some defects in the carbon–carbon
bonding associated with the formation of carboxylic acid groups on the surface, while the raw
MWNTs show uniform surface and a clear diffraction pattern because of their perfect lattice
structure of carbon–carbon bonds. The number of –COOH groups on the surface of CNTs depends
on the acid treatment temperature and time, increasing with increasing temperature. The extent of
the induced –COOH and –OH functionality also depends on the oxidation procedures and oxidizing
agents. The CNTs ends can be also opened during the oxidation process [94-100].
Non-covalent functionalization
Non-covalent functionalization of CNTs is of particular interest because it does not compromise the
physical properties of CNTs, but improves their solubility and processability. This type of
functionalization mainly involves surfactants, biomacromolecules or wrapping with polymers. In the
search for non-destructive purification methods, CNTs can be transferred to the aqueous phase in
the presence of surfactants [101,102]. In this case, the CNTs are surrounded by the hydrophobic
components of the corresponding micelles. The interaction becomes stronger when the
hydrophobic part of the amphiphilic contains an aromatic group. CNTs can be well dispersed in
water using anionic, cationic and non-ionic surfactants [103–106].
Covalent functionalization
Because of the -orbitals of the sp2-hybridized C atoms, CNTs are more reactive than those with a
flat graphene sheet and, and they have an enhanced tendency to covalently attach with chemical
species. In the case of covalent functionalization, translational symmetry of CNTs is disrupted by
changing sp2 carbon atoms to sp3 carbon atoms, and properties of CNTs, such as electronic and
transport, are influenced. But this functionalization of CNTs can improve solubility as well as
dispersion in solvents and polymers. Covalent functionalization can be accomplished by either
modification of surface-bound carboxylic acid groups on the CNTs or by direct reagents to the side
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walls of CNTs. Generally, functional groups such as –COOH or –OH are created on the CNTs during
the oxidation by oxygen, air, concentrated sulfuric acid, nitric acid, aqueous hydrogen peroxide,
and acid mixtures. The presence of carboxylic acid groups on the CNT surface is more convenient
than others because a variety of chemical reactions can be conducted with this group. The
presence of –COOH or –OH group on the CNT surface helps attachment of organic [107] or
inorganic materials, which is important for solubilizing CNTs. CNTs can be covalently functionalized
with thiocarboxilic and dithiocarboxylic esters that help crosslinking between CNTs [108]. CNTs can
be also functionalized at the end caps or at the sidewalls to enhance their dispersion as well as
solubilization in solvents and in polymermatrices [109]. SWNTs can be fluorinated at their side walls
by passing elemental fluorine at different temperatures [110]. The fluorinated SWNTs exhibit
improved solubility in isopropanol or dimethylformamide by ultrasonication [111,112]. Fluorinated
SWNTs may be converted to side walls alkylated SWNTs by reaction with Grignard reagent or
alkyllithium compounds that are soluble in chloroform [113]. SWNTs can also be solubilized by
direct functionalization of their side walls by nitrenes [114,115], carbenes [115] and arylation
[116,117].
Functionalization of CNTs with polymer molecules (polymer grafting) is particularly important for
processing of polymer/CNT nanocomposites [118,119]. Two main categories “grafting to” and
“grafting from” approaches have been reported for the covalent grafting of polymers to CNTs. The
“grafting to” approach is based on attachment molecules on the CNTs surface by chemical
reactions, such as amidation, esterification, radical coupling, etc. The polymer must have suitable
reactive functional groups for preparation of composites in this approach. Fu et al. [120] reported
functionalization of CNTs using “grafting to” method. They refluxed CNTs containing carboxylic acid
groups with thionyl chloride to convert acid groups to acylchlorides. Then, the CNTs with surfacebound acylchloride moieties were used in the esterification reactions with the hydroxyl groups of
dendritic poly(polyethylene glycol) polymer. Another example of the “grafting to” approach was
reported by Qin et al. [121]. They grafted SWNTs with polystyrene (PS) with functionalized end
groups PS (–N3), via a cycloaddition reaction. Polymer grafted CNTs were formed by covalently
attaching CNTs to highly soluble linear polymers, such as poly(propionylethylenimine-coethylenimine) (PPEI-EI) via amide linkages or poly(vinyl acetate-co-vinyl alcohol) (PVA-VA) via ester
linkages [122,123]. The resulting PVA grafted CNTs were soluble in PVA solution and PVA-CNT
nanocomposites films showed very high optical quality in the “grafting from” approach. The
polymer is bound to the CNTs surface by in-situ polymerization of monomers in the presence of
reactive CNTs or CNTs supported initiators. The main advantage of this approach is that the
polymer-CNTs composites can be prepared with high grafting density. This approach was used
successfully to graft many polymers such as polyamide 6 [124,125], PMMA [126,127], PS [128,129],
poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) [130], poly-(tert-butyl acrylate) [131], poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (NIPAM)
[132], poly(4- vinylpyridine) [133], and poly(N-vinylcarbazole) [134] on CNTs via radical, cationic,
anionic, ring-opening, and condensation polymerizations.

CNT membranes
Types of CNT membranes
CNTs can be classified into two major categories according to the fabrication methods; (1) vertically
aligned (VA) CNTs membranes, and (2) mixed matrix CNTs membranes. For VA-CNTs membranes,
CNTs are arranged straight up and perpendicular to the membrane surface. In this configuration,
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CNTs are bound to each other by an organic or inorganic filler material. On the other hand, mixed
matrix CNTs membranes have a structure similar to that of the thin-film composite RO membranes,
where the top layer is mixed with CNTs and a polymer such as polyamide (PA). Conceptual images
of both CNT membranes are shown in Figure 8.3.

FIGURE 8.3
Conceptual structures of CNTs membranes. (a) Vertically aligned (VA) CNTs membranes, and (b) mixed matrix
CNTs membranes [87]

The features of VA-CNTs membranes and mixed-CNTs membranes are summarized in Table 8.2.
TABLE 8.2
Comparison of vertically aligned (VA) CNTs membranes and mixed (composite) CNTs membranes [87]
VA CNTs membranes

CNTs are aligned vertically

Mixes CNTs membranes

CNTs are mixed with polymeric materials



CNTs forest is compacted densely



Composite layers with PSf membrane and
non-woven support



Water flux is supposed to be fast
drastically
Functional group can be attached at the
tip of CNTs or on the membrane surface
conveniently
Fabrication procedures are complicated



Water flux is moderately fast



Low (or anti-) fouling membrane



Fabrication procedures are conveniently
simple

May need specially adjusted operating
system



Operationally feasible to the conventional
membrane process
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One important advantage of VA-CNTs membranes is that water flux should be very rapid due to the
short nano-channel length and compactness of the CNT forest. The VA-CNTs membrane was
initially attempted due to the nanofluidics, but fabrication made it difficult to produce the large
quantities needed for commercialization. Meanwhile, the mixed-CNTs membrane has its own
merits such as relatively simple manufacturing procedure and similarity to existing membrane
processes. Therefore, more attention seems to be given to mixed-CNTs membranes.
Vertically aligned CNTs membranes
The first prototype for a VA-CNTs membrane was introduced by Hinds’s research group [135]. After
being grown on an iron catalyst using the CVD process, MWNTs were embedded in polymeric filler
composed of polystyrene (PS). Hinds and coworkers performed a series of supplementary pressuredriven flow experiments with the MWNTs/PS membrane and found that water flow rate increases
4- to 5-fold over those of conventional fluid flow, which was estimated from the Hagen–Poiseuille
equation [136]. Originally, the Hinds’s research group developed the CNTs membrane as a
chemically selective gate keeper, which could separate different sized enzymes [137]. Thus, they
did not report ion selectivity, which is strongly related to desalination potential during desalination
process. Based on a moderate inner diameter (I.D. = ~7 nm), they conjectured that its salt rejection
capability might not be very high. In addition, Holt et al. developed a micro-electro mechanical
system compatible fabrication process for another type of VA-CNTs membrane [138] which
employs CNTs with an inner diameter <2 nm (average I.D. = 1.6 _ 0.4 nm) to enhance the
nanofluidic effect. Inorganic filler (silicon nitride, Si3N4) was employed to ensure that water flows
only through the nano-channels and does not permeate through the nanotube-filler matrix. Holt
and his collaborators reported that water fluxes are>3-fold greater than those of non-slip
hydrodynamic flow as calculated using the Hagen–Poiseuille equation [138]. The major features of
the two representative VA-CNTs membrane studies for water treatment are compared in Table 8.3.
TABLE 8.3
Major features of vertically aligned (VA) CNT membranes [87]
Research group
Pros






Cons

Hinds group
Polymer (i.e., polystyrene) was
used as a filler material
Relatively simple fabrication
procedure
Good reproducibility of
empirical data



Holt group
CNT membrane with ultrafine
pores (<2nm)



Inorganic filler matrix (Si3N4)



MEMS fabrication process



Good permeability without free
volume and leakage



Enhanced ion selectivity (high
desalination potential)



Poor ion selectivity with
MWCNTs



Complicated fabrication
process



Distribution of irregular pore
sizes



Additional procedure needed
(e.g., back etching)
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Mixed (composite) CNTs membranes
An earlier model of a mixed-CNTs membrane was mainly designed to upgrade a UF membrane with
nanotubes. MWNTs (up to 5% by weight) were blended with polysulfone (PSf), and water fluxes
were measured under an operating pressure of 1–4 bar [139]. Intriguingly, the MWNT/PSf
membrane revealed two pieces of conflicting data according to the molecular weight of solute. For
an aqueous solution of poly-ethyleneoxide 100,000, the solute rejection efficiency was high (>95%)
-2 -1
and water flux was measured at 14–17 L m h (LMH). In contrast, the solute rejection efficiency
was reduced by 20–60% for an aqueous solution of poly-vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) 55,000, whereas
water flux was >40 LMH. Choi et al. presumed that the plugging effect between both sizes of the
nano-pores and the solute molecules may contribute to differences in the solute rejection
efficiencies [34]. Thus, it seems to be a dilemma to accomplish higher permeability and rejection
rate at the same time with the mixed-CNTs membrane. Functionalized MWNTs blended with PSf
were also prepared for UF membranes [140]. MWNTs were modified by attaching isocyanate and
isophthaloyl chloride functional groups, and protein adsorption on the membrane surface was
suppressed. Thus, it was anticipated that a functionalized MWNT/PSf membrane would alleviate
the membrane biofouling. Additionally, a mixed-CNT membrane for RO process has a water flux of
4.05 LMH/bar [141]. Compared to a commercialized brackish water (BW) RO membrane whose
normalized water flux ranged from 2.5 to 3.0 LMH/bar, the mixed-CNTs membrane demonstrated
~1.5-fold higher normalized water flux. However, a number of issues should be resolved, which are
addressed in the following section.
Fabrication of CNTs membranes
Since CNTs have found their potential for fluid transport, there has been continuous interest in
developing methods for CNTs fillings and decorations. Although the existing simulations and
experimental studies have provided substantial evidence that can be constructively used to
produce membranes with high flux and high selectivity, it is difficult to synthesize CNTs with wellcontrolled length below 100nm [142]. It was found that, there are many different properties which
can be manipulated in different ways, depending on dispersion and alignment of CNTs in
polymermatrix when processing these nanocomposites. To date, the efforts made towards these
challenges have been remained. It is generally acceptable that some form of post-processing of
CNTs is required prior to their incorporation into polymeric composites in order to prevent
aggregation and ensure the CNTs are homogeneously and individually dispersed throughout the
matrixes. The tailored CNTs membranes are normally constructed of chemically opened CNTs that
are arranged in close-packed structures [143].
The ideal membrane structure can be obtained by filling the spaces between the CNTs with a
continuous polymeric film and etching the closed ends of the CNTs [144]. The interfacial wetting
and bonding between CNTs and polymer matrix can be improved via surface functionalization of
CNTs in order to create strong CNTs array–polymer interface adhesion between the surrounding
polymer chains. On the other hand, funtionalization has also been shown to drastically affect flux of
the transported particles through the resulting CNTs-membranes. These findings demonstrated
that it is possible to control and tune the molecular transport properties of CNTs-membranes in a
systematic fashion.
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Alignment and filling of CNTs
Advances in nanoporous CNTs-membranes design with improved properties as composite materials
such as chemical selectivity and flux can be attained via the incorporation and alignment of CNTs
within a polymer film to form a well-ordered membrane structure as illustrated in Figure 8.4.
Development of effective techniques to align CNTs in polymer matrixes is a crucial point to be
achieved as the alignment has a direct effect on performance of CNTs-membranes in terms of
physical properties such as mechanical strength and their flux and selectivity. Unfortunately, due to
the extremely flexible and high aspect ratio of CNTs, it is very difficult to align the CNTs using
ordinary composite fabrication methods [145]. Various approaches have been reported to prepare
aligned CNTS arrays, using both physical and chemical methods [146]. It is worth mentioning that,
the dimension compatibility of CNTs and the polymeric chains enable the development of simple
procedures and make the experimental conditions easy to prepare CNTs membrane composites
with desired properties. As demonstrated by the work carried out by Chen and Tao [147], the
relaxation and alignment of polyurethane (PU) chains during the swelling and moisture curing
stages give rise to the penetration of polar solventtetrahydrofuran (THF) and are believed to serve
as the driving force for the assembly of the oriented CNTs in the polymer. The alignment of
SWCNTs in PU during the polar solvent casting process is illustrated in Figure 8.5.

FIGURE 8.4
Schematic of the target CNTs-MMM structure in which the pores being the rigid inner-tube diameter of the
CNTs

FIGURE 8.5
Schematic illustration of the alignment of SWCNTs in PU during polar solvent casting process [21]

It is impossible to synthesize CNTs based membranes with the CNTs inter-grown together without
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inter-tube gaps due to the unique structures of CNTs and their growth mechanism. Therefore,
filling the inter-CNTs gaps and removal of the polymer over-layer are important in the synthesis of
aligned CNTs membrane. Polystyrene (PS) has been experimentally proven to have high wettability
with CNTs and therefore, it is expected that the CNT arrays are readily impregnated with PS [148151]. The pioneer successful work on filling CNTs with PS was reported by Liu et al. [151], who
employed supercritical CO2 for encapsulation of MWCNTs with outer diameter of 40–50 nm, in
which the filling fraction can be controlled to some extent by changing the release time. However,
the filling of PS is also strongly dependent on the structure of CNTs. For example, it has been
noticed that the bamboo-like CNTs structure with closed compartment could serve as barrier that
prohibits penetration of monomer molecules. The selective filling of CNTs can be carried out via
controlling the size of flexible polymer molecules, wherein the low molecular weight polymers are
allowed to pass through the CNT channels, while transport of the high molecular weight polymers
are restricted by their size to enter the cavities of CNTs [152].
A breakthrough in the synthesis of vertically aligned MWCNTs array in fabrication of CNTsmembranes has been reported by Hinds et al. [148] via filling the inter-tube gaps with PS by spin
coating method. The resulting freestanding composite films, with the CNTs alignment intact from
top to bottom of the polymer films, were of 5–10 µm thickness. Due to this arrangement, the ends
of the aligned CNTs were accessible to the outer molecules from both sides of the formed
membranes. Therefore, it is very possible to utilize the hollow inner cavities of the CNTs for
separation applications. The H2O plasma-enhanced oxidation was performed to remove the thin
layer of excess polymer from the top surface and the CNTs tips were opened to form the
membrane structure. The micrograph in Figure 8.6 illustrates the cleaved edge of the CNTs-PS
membrane after plasma oxidation. The CNT tips were 10-50nm above the polymer surface as the
plasma oxidation could etch PS faster than CNTs.

FIGURE 8.6
Micrograph of the cleaved edge of CNTs-PS membranes after exposure to plasma oxidation [21]

Similarly, Mi et al. [150] reported an alignment method using a porous alumina support. The
vertically aligned MWCNTs were grown supported via a multi-step method, i.e. growth of vertical
CNTs by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) followed by filling the inter-CNTs gaps with PS by spin
coating to form PS-filled CNTs with thickness of about 20 µm. PS completely covered the surface
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and did not penetrate deeply into the alumina support pores due to the hydrophobic affinity
demonstrated by CNTs which allowed PS to stay mainly within the CNTs layer.
Similarly, Tofighy et al. [50] used chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method for synthesis of vertically
aligned MWCNTs films with thickness of about 10-15 µm on macroporous surface of α-alumina
support using cyclohexanol and ferrocene as carbon source and catalyst, respectively. Then asgrown vertically aligned MWCNTs were oxidized using HNO3 and H2SO4 and then employed as
membrane in desalination process (sodium chloride removal from water).
Cross sectional SEM image of the vertically aligned MWCNTs film on macroporous surface of αalumina support prepared by Tofighy et al. is shown in Figure 8.7.

FIGURE 8.7
(a) Cross sectional SEM image of vertically aligned MWCNTs film on macroporous surface of α-alumina
support, (b) high magnification SEM image of the vertically aligned MWCNTs film [50]

FTIR spectrum of the oxidized CNTs membrane prepared by Tofighy et. al. is shown in Figure 8.8. As
can be observed, acid treatment process introduces many functional groups onto the surface of
−1
−1
oxidized CNTs membrane: hydroxyl groups (3500cm ), carboxyl groups (1650cm ), and carbonyl
−1
groups (1400cm ), which can provide a large number of chemical adsorption sites onto the surface
of the oxidized CNTs membrane.
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FIGURE 8.8
FTIR spectrum of the oxidized CNTs membrane [50]

Nanostructure of a CNT from the CNTs film before and after acid treatment is shown in Figure 8.9a
and b, respectively (TEM images). As can be observed, acid treatment can remove metallic particles
trapped in the CNTs.

FIGURE 8.9
TEM image of a typical CNT (a) before acid treatment and (b) after acid treatment [50]

Oxidation etching was commonly utilized to purify and create open end termini in the structure to
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produce shorter, and more distinct and one-end uncapped CNTs, which were required to form a
regular array of CNTs [153]. Because of the presence of impurities in the as-grown CNTs,
purification was required during the process. Plasma etching is the method of choice for
purification as it does not damage the highly desirable vertical aligned CNTs in membranes. The
unique layered structure of impurities such as dense packed amorphous carbon films that are
formed on the top of aligned CNTs can be selectively removed as this amorphous carbon layer is
more susceptible to the plasma etching than the CNTs. Micrographs in Figure 8.10 show that the
CNTs tips which are more reactive than tube walls are found to be opened after plasma etching of
the perpendicularly aligned CNTs. As an alternative to avoid the expensive equipment required for
plasma etching, mechanical polishing and acid treatment were applied to remove PS over the layer
and to open the closed tips of CNTs [150].

FIGURE 8.10
SEM images of the aligned CNTs (a) before and (b) after the plasma-treatment followed by gently washing with
HCl (37%) to remove the Fe catalyst residues [153]

Functionalization and grafting of CNTs
Due to the presence of van der Waals force, CNTs tend to form stabilized bundles which in turn
results in the formation of tight bundles [154]. Furthermore, the relatively smooth CNTs surfaces
which lack interfacial bonding have limited the load transferring from the matrix to the CNTs [155].
By introducing some functional groups to the CNTs, it is possible to obtain homogeneous and fine
dispersion of CNTs in the polymer matrix and simultaneously activate the CNTs surfaces by creating
active functional groups such as carboxyl or hydroxyl groups [156,157]. Generally, CNTs-MMMs
possess large areal density of graphitic cores having entrances that can be functionalized by
molecules of desired length, hydrophobicity or chemical functionality. The most conventionally and
commonly used functionalization method is via surface treatment with strong acids [158]. The acid
modified CNTs have hydroxyl and carboxyl groups at their open ends and defect sites, enabling
them to make good dispersion in various polar organic solvents. Furthermore, presence of these
functional groups developed at the open ends and the defect sites of the CNTs may induce some
form of interaction with the polymer. However, the harsh reaction condition may also result in
significant damages and defects to the structure of CNTs, which in turn leads to adverse impacts on
physical properties such as mechanical strength and thermal resistance. Therefore, chemical
modification should be carried out in properly controlled manner in order to preserve the CNT
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structure and generate sufficient functional groups onto the CNTs. On the other hand, noncovalent
functionalization by functional polymers and large organic molecules has shown to be a promising
technique to improve solubility and compatibilty of CNTs in organic solvents. Advantage of this
method is that structure and original properties of the CNTs remain unchanged after modification.
CNTs can be easily functionalized using cyclodextrin (CD) treatment. The CD modification of CNTs is
both simple and effective. It requires no prolonged heating, filtration and washing which can
severely damage the small diameter CNTs. Chen et al. showed that CD has superior CNT-dispersing
capability and provides an excellent pathway to dispersion of CNTs in organic matrix through
disentanglement of the CNTs’ bundles.
Deng et al. [159] performed a three-step surface treatment of MWCNTs to enhance dispersion of
the CNTs in poly(ether urethane) (PEU). Carboxylation and hydroxylation of the MWCNTs were
carried out via chemical treatment using mixed strong acids and thionyl chloride/1,6-hexanediol
respectively. The functionalized MWCNTs were then treated via isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) to
obtain MWCNTs grafted IPDI (Figure 8.11).Well dispersed MWCNTs in PEU matrix just by simple
solution blending were demonstrated. In addition, functional groups such as phenylamine [160],
chlorobenzoic acid [161] and acyl chloride [162] were also found to be readily reacted with CNTs.
The functionalization is likely to occur along the length and at the tips of CNTs in which higher
degree of functionalization is expected to take place at the tips where reactivity is much higher. The
presence of these functional groups significantly enhances surface area and interfacial adhesion
between the polymer matrix and CNTs. Nevertheless, introduction of mutually interactive
functional groups on the polymer and CNTs may lead to pore channel partial blockage, thus
hindering separation performance. Therefore, it is desired to modify the CNTs surface to increase
the polymer compatibility without affecting the pore structure [163].

FIGURE 8.11
MWCNTs IPDI grafted via a multi-steps modification [159]

Besides enhancing the compatibility between the CNTs and polymer, functional groups attached to
the pore surfaces can also lead to highly selective separations by forcing a chemical interaction
between permeating molecules and the functional molecules. The opened CNTs tips in the
membranes are terminated with functional groups that can be easily derivatized with molecules
that bind to bulky receptors, modifying the entrance of the CNTs pores, and this hence can be used
to control the pores entrance of the CNTs-embedded membranes [164]. It is an important
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consideration that the molecules bound to the CNTs pores should be small enough to avoid selfblockage at the core of the pores. The plasma oxidation during the membrane fabrication process
introduced carboxylic acid groups on the CNTs tips that could be readily reacted with other
biomolecules or functionalizing molecules and thus offered a unique nanoscale system allowing
gatekeeper chemical interactions [148]. With proper functionality, transport through hydrophobic
CNTs cores would be similar to biological membrane channels. Majumder et al. [165] reported an
experimental procedure for chemical functionalization of CNTs membranes. Simple carbodiimide
chemistry was performed on the plasma edged CNTs with desired functional molecules containing
accessible amine. The configuration of functional molecules is important for controlling flow and
selectivity of chemical transport which occur near the CNTs tip entrances and not along the entire
length of the CNTs, consistent with gatekeeper geometry.
The similar gatekeeper mechanism was applied by drawing tethered molecules that are charged to
the entrances of the CNTs cores to produce voltage gated channels [166]. The functional density on
the CNTs was increased via electrochemical grafting of the diazonium compounds in order to
provide a measurable response of voltage gated transport through CNTs-MMMs. During the
grafting process, not only the tips, but also the interior cores of the CNTs were functionalized. On
the other hand, the interior cores were masked from the reaction by having a fast velocity core
flow of inert solution. Since the grafted molecules at the entrances of CNTs can sterically hinder
larger molecules and the charged ligands are found to enhance diffusivity of the oppositely charged
permeates, this principle can be applied to mimic the mechanism of ion channels to the selective
transport of permeating molecules across the membrane.

CNTs for separation
The application of CNTs as membrane filler in fabrication of MMMs has been recognized for some
time. As discussed in the earlier section, the examinations on the transport properties through CNT
pores or channels have shown that CNTs-MMMs are predicted to have spectacularly high flux using
MD computational simulations, hence illustrating the potential of this class of membranes to be
used in separation applications. Through the proper fabrication controls such as alignment, filling
and functionalization of CNTs to provide good interface interaction during the formation of CNTsMMMs, it is possible for CNTs to demonstrate enhanced and promising results in their transport
properties. Since the experimental realization of MMMs made up of CNTs performed by Hind et al.
[148], a number of related works have been reported. MMMs based on CNTs dispersed inside
polymeric matrixes have been well developed and characterized for separation applications.
Gas separation by CNTs membranes
It was proposed that adding inorganic fillers can affect gas separation in two ways. Firstly, the
strong interaction between polymer chains and nanofillers may disrupt the polymer chain packing
and increase the voids and thus significantly enhance the gas diffusion; secondly, the functional
groups on the surface of inorganic filler phase may interact with some gases to improve their
solubility in the MMMs. Separation of the fillers out of the membrane matrix or formation of the
separated filler phases due to gravity or incompatibility during fabrication of MMMs may also
deteriorate their gas separation performance. However, in a recent study [167], it was been
reported based on gas transport mechanism that the increased gas diffusivity and permeability is
not only due to the gas transportation inside the channels of inorganic fillers, but also due to the
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presence of narrow gaps or voids which create shorter alternative routes that enable the gas
molecules to pass through easily. In fact, the gas transport of MMMs that occurs through nonselective voids between the matrix walls and the sieve particles has also been proposed by other
researchers [168,169]. Therefore, depending on the features of the resulting MMMs, such as
compatibility of the polymer and the inorganic filler, transport properties of the MMMs can be
varied.
In order to apply CNTs-MMM practically in a wide range of gas separation, a better understanding
of gas diffusion on the pore surface and through the pores channel of CNTs-MMMs could be
achieved by conducting a well-controlled investigation of gas interactions with the membranes
[170]. It is an interesting subject to study, as the CNT surface is suggested to be responsible and
plays a very influential role in the molecular transport mechanism, which determines the potential
of these CNTs-MMMs for use in gas separation applications. Surface physisorption type of
interaction in CNTs in composite structures is very important, particularly for the larger tubes
where size exclusion does not occur, and it can be advantageous for high selectivity and flux in
membranes. Vibrational spectroscopy such as Raman spectroscopy [170] is very useful for the in
situ membrane characterization as the molecular vibrations are sensitive to their local
environment. Moreover, the adsorption geometry and interaction between the gases and the
CNTs-MMMs are capable of perturbing molecular vibrations and shows some shifting features with
different degrees, depending on the type of molecules. However, the failure in observing shiftings
for physisorbed molecules results from small Raman cross section or low coverage. Therefore,
computational modelings of diffusion in these composite membranes are required to capture and
provide accurate simulation findings.
Skoulidas et al. [171] applied atomistic simulations to study CO2 adsorption in SWCNTs at room
temperature as a function of their diameters. Linear and spherical models of CO2 were compared;
however, the adsorption isotherms were qualitatively very similar. On the other hand, diffusivities
increased with decreasing nanotube diameter due to the increased smoothness of the solid–fluid
potential energy surface. Diffusion of N2 was also studied through a model of SWCNTs membranes
with thickness of 5 µm and surface area of 3.1×10−4 m2. The molecular diffusivities in CNTs are
orders of magnitude larger than those in zeolites, and also considerably larger than that predicted
based on Knudsen diffusion. However, when a real CNT membrane is applied experimentally,
presence of defects, blockage of CNTs at some interstitial and exterior sites by impurities or
residual functional groups and transport resistance resulted by pores entrance and exit effects have
to be taken into account as these factors may contribute to remarkable decrease in diffusivities and
permeability of gas molecules [172]. The differences are especially obvious when ultra-thin
membranes are considered.
Similarly, the atomically detailed simulation was also used to examine performance and
effectiveness of CNTs-MMMs in separating gas mixtures. Sholl et al. [173] performed a
computational calculation for permeation of CH4/H2 mixture through a detailed model of CNTs
membrane constructed from close packed bundles of SWCNTs that were observed experimentally.
The adsorption selectivity of molecules inside the CNTs is greatly driven by the different interaction
potentials of the molecules with the graphitic carbon. At pressure relevant to practical applications,
the CNTs showed the stronger adsorption selectivity for CH4 over H2 due to the stronger interaction
of CH4 with the pores wall, which also suggested that H2 has larger saturation capacity than CH4. It
is in general consent that the transport resistances associated with molecular entering and exiting
the CNTs COULD be neglected if the membranes used were sufficiently thick when compared to
other thin nanoporous membranes, therefore, in the conducted experiments, the adsorbate
concentrations at the boundaries of the membranes were defined from the binary adsorption
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isotherm. Another important observation of extremely rapid diffusion rate of molecules inside
CNTs, arising from the extraordinary smoothness of the potential-energy surface, can be
contributed to the predicted flux that is orders of magnitude larger for individual pores,
differentiating them in important ways from polymeric and zeolitic membranes.
Theoretical performance of CNTs-MMMs based on diffusivities and fluxes in SWCNTs predicted by
Sholl et el. was further verified by Kim and his co-workers [174]. High diffusion coefficients of gases
such as O2, N2 and CH4 in CNTs-MMMs based on open-ended CNTs indicated the presence of high
diffusivity of CNT tunnel within poly(imide siloxane) matrix. They reported that permeability values
for O2, N2 and CH4 increase in proportion to the amount of CNTs added to the polymer matrix.
Addition of 10 wt% CNTs resulted in an increase from 11.99 to 17.83 Barrers, 28.19 to 36.7 Barrers
and 32.24 to 39.81 Barrers for permeability of N2, CH4 and O2, respectively. The nearly endless and
highly entangled carbon ropes were cut into shorter length and the tube ends were opened via acid
treatment as the addition of closed end CNTs would act as impermeable filler and lower down
permeability of gases through the channel. It was identified that impenetrable volumes and
rigidifying elements within polymer matrixes reduce diffusivity of gas molecules to different
extents, depending on the size of molecules [175]. It is generally known that the presence of
unselective voids at the interface between polymer and CNTs offers sites of high permeability for
He. Therefore, the significant reduction in permeability of He observed confirms that the polymer
adheres well to the CNTs due to the presence of siloxane component that has good wetting
properties on the graphite surface. In another similar study [172], where SWCNTs were
incorporated within PSF matrix to enhance its gas transport performance, increasing both
permeability and diffusivity for H2, O2, CH4 and CO2 was reported. For all the gases, the separation
factors were found to be mainly dependant on the CNTs content rather than the effect of
interfacial zone which consists of constrained polymer segments. Adsorption isotherms for CH4
shown in Figure 8.12 imply that the amount of gas adsorbed in the CNT-MMMs system is
significantly influenced by the CNTs content. On the other hand, influences of both the CNTs
content and the presence of voids surrounding CNTs on gas permeability were also observed. Cong
et al. [167] reported that when the functionalized MWCNTs are orientated vertically to the
membrane surface, they act as pinholes that allow CO2 and N2 molecules to pass through rapidly
and higher gas permeability is achieved by increasing the CNTs content and through formation of
the nanogaps surrounding CNTs.

FIGURE 8.12
Adsorption isotherms of functionalized SWCNT/PSF MMMs for CH4 with different CNTs loadings [172]
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Gilani et. al. [176] reported separation of methan-nitrogen mixtures using synthesized vertically
aligned CNTs membranes. In this work, capabilities of CNTs membranes fabricated in cylindrical
pores of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) substrate to separate the binary mixtures of CH4/N2 were
studied experimentally. For this purpose, the permeability and selectivity of three CNT/AAO
membranes with different growth time as 6, 12 and 18 h were investigated. CNTs were grown
vertically through holes of AAO by CVD of acetylene gas. Study on permeability and selectivity of
membranes for three binary mixtures of CH4/N2 showed that when the CNT inner diameters are 34
and 24 nm, viscous flow is the governing mechanism and insignificant selectivities of 1.2–1.24 are
achieved. However, the membrane with CNT inner diameter and wall thickness of 8 and 16 nm
respectively is considerably selective for CH4 over N2. It was also found that CH4 mole fraction in
feed and upstream feed pressure has major effects on permeability and selectivity. The membrane
with 18 h synthesis time exhibited the selectivity in the range of 1.8–3.85. The enhancement factor
for N2 single gas diffusivity was also found to be about three times larger than that predicted by
Knudsen diffusion model (Figures 8.13-8.15).

FIGURE 8.13
(a) FESEM image of AAO substrate prepared by anodization process. (b) Cross section FESEM image of AAO
[176]
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FIGURE 8.14
TEM images of MWCNTs in different CVD synthesis times: (a) M1, (b) M2, and (c) M3 [176]

FIGURE 8.15
FESEM image of VA-CNTs after removing AAO from M3 membrane [176]

Liquid separation and pervaporation (PV) by CNTs membranes
A vast number of publications have been reported on separation of liquids using CNTs, however,
most of the findings reported based on theoretical calculations obtained from using simulation
models.
CNTs membranes were simulated to compare their efficiency with existing semi permeable
membranes used for water desalination via reverse osmosis [177]. By tuning size and uniformity of
the CNTs, desired salt rejection without having trade-off against permeation flux could be obtained.
When non polar CNTs with narrow pore diameter are used, it is possible to allow permeation of
water molecules through the pores but not ions. The ions face a large energy barrier hindering their
entrance to the narrow pores while water requires little or no energy for the entry due to the
formation of stable hydrogen bonds. However, in order to realize the application of CNTsmembranes for water desalination, the CNTs are required to be packed within a solid nonporous
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material to prevent them from separating apart so that a CNTs-membrane that is stable under large
hydrostatic pressure can be obtained.
Despite those simulation studies, the practical application of CNTs-membranes in liquid separation
and pervaporation has been scarcely reported. To date, only a few studies have been conducted to
examine the potential of the CNTs-membranes for this purpose.
Pervaporation performance of the resulting MWCNT incorporated polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)
membranes was carried out, by Choi et al. [158]. As those general trends observed in other
membrane performance studies, increasing total flux of MWCNT-PVA membranes and decreasing
selectivity of a water/ethanol (10/90 wt%) mixture with increasing MWCNTs content were
reported. These phenomena can be attributed to the effects of two key factors: crystallinity of the
membrane and molecular transport through the CNTs. Higher the MWCNTs contents creates strong
interaction with PVA and therefore prevents packing of the molecules to form crystals, resulting in
a reduced crystallinity of the PVA matrix. As a result, the polymer matrix is more accessible to the
penetrates and hence their permeabilities increase. In addition, due to the smaller molecular size,
ethanol and water molecules can transport across the inner cores of the CNTs. With increasing the
MWCNTs content, more diffusion of penetrates takes place and this hence contributes to higher
permeation flux as observed from the trend depicted in Figure 8.16.

FIGURE 8.16
Total permeation flux and separation factor of the MWCNTs/PVA membrane in separation of water/ethanol
(10/90 wt%) as a function of MWCNTs contents [158]

In a similar research, Peng et al. [178] studied pervaporation properties of CNTs-PVA membranes
for separation of benzene/cyclohexane mixtures. The CNTs were dispersed in cyclodextrin by
grinding during formation of the membranes in order to reduce aggregation and improve
compatibility of CNTs in the polymer matrix. The resulting membranes exhibited the highest
benzene permeation flux of 61.0 gm−2.h−2 with separation factor of 41.2 for a mixture with weight
percent of 1:1. Upon comparison of pervaporation properties with the PVA and cyclodextrin
dispersed PVA membranes [179], the membranes prepared through incorporation of CNTs
demonstrated much better mechanical strength properties and pervaporation properties that were
above the upper bound trade-off curve.
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Molecules of another mixture, triisopropyl orthoformate (TIPO) and n-hexane, which are smaller
than the membrane pore size, were also successfully separated by a dense CNTs membrane via
pervaporation [180]. Due to the higher molecular weight of TIPO, the molecules were preferentially
adsorbed and then resulting in permeability differences that enabled separation of TIPO from nhexane. Generally, presence of higher content of CNTs in the membranes enhances permeability of
the penetrates as discussed earlier.
Shirazi et. al. [181] reported synthesis and characterization of CNTs/PVA nanocomposite
membranes for dehydration of isopropanol. The membrane preparation procedure is shown in
Figure 8.17. In this work, CNTs were synthesized via CVD method using cyclohexanol and ferrocene
as carbon precursor and catalyst, respectively (Figure 8.18). Nitric acid was used for purification and
functionalization of CNTs. TEM image of CNTs before and after purification revealed that acid
treatment could remove encapsulated catalyst particles as shown in Figure 8.19. Afterward, highly
pure and functionalized CNTs were incorporated in PVA to synthesize PVA–CNTs nanocomposite
membranes. FESEM characterization was carried out to investigate dispersion of different CNTs
loading in PVA matrix. The results showed that 2 wt.% CNTs loading is better dispersed in the
polymer and increasing CNTs loading more than 2 wt.% agglomerates CNTs (Figure 8.20). Degree of
swelling results for the nanocomposite membranes showed that the present of CNTs in the PVA
membranes reduces the degree of swelling. Furthermore, pervaporation (PV) results revealed that
incorporating the CNTs in the PVA matrix increases significantly water selectivity due to
rigidification of the polymer chains. The water selectivities for the neat PVA and 2 wt.% CNTs
loading nanocomposite membranes were evaluated as 119 and 1794, respectively.

FIGURE 8.17
Membrane preparation procedure reported by Shirazi et. al. [181]
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FIGURE 8.18
(a) FESEM and (b) TEM images of as-grown CNTs [181]

FIGURE 8.19
TEM images of (a) as-grown CNTs (b) CNTs treated by 8 M HNO3 [181]
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FIGURE 8.20
FESEM surface images of (a) PVA-0 (b) PVA-0.5 (c) PVA-1 (d) PVA-2 and (e) PVA-4 [181]

Amirilargani et. al. reported the effects of poly (allylamine hydrochloride) as a new
functionalization agent on preparation of PVA/MWNTs membranes [182]. Using a solution
technique, poly (allylamine hydrochloride)-wrapped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNT-PAH)
incorporated Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) membranes were prepared. The prepared membranes were
subjected to PV dehydration of isopropanol (IPA). Their results demonstrated that MWNTs
wrapped with PAH were well dispersed in the polymer matrix in comparison with prepared
MWNTs. Degree of swelling (DS) of the prepared membranes decreased by addition of MWNT-PAH
into the PVA matrix. Incorporation of modified CNTs into the PVA matrix increases water selectivity
significantly due to the rigidification of the polymer chains. The nanocomposite membrane
containing 1 wt.% of MWNTPAH exhibited excellent PV properties. Permeation flux and separation
factor were 0.229 Kg/m2h and 141.2 for the raw PVA and 0.207 Kg/m2h and 948.4 for the
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membrane prepared with 1 wt.% of MWNT-PAH. Separation factor decreased significantly by
further addition of MWNT-PAH due to its agglomeration in the PVA matrix (Figures 8.21-8.24).

FIGURE 8.21
Preparation procedure of the PVA/MWNT-PAH nanocomposite membranes [182]

FIGURE 8.22
HR-TEM image of the PAH-wrapped MWNTs [182]
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FIGURE 8.23
PVA/MWNT-PAH nanocomposite membrane on the PAN support layer [182]

However, this is not always true for all processes. Mondal and Hu [183] reported the adverse
effects observed with the presence of high MWCNTs content. Functionalized MWCNTs were
incorporated into segmented polyurethane (SPU) to study water vapor transport properties. In
such MMM system, MWCNTs were found to influence both crystalline and amorphous regions of
SPU matrix by imparting stiffness to the polymer matrix, particularly when added in excess. The
increased stiffness of the polymer chains prevents the passage of water molecules through the
polymer matrix. Furthermore, the permeating molecules have to experience longer tortuous path
when passing through the impermeable nanoparticles. As a result, the decreasing in permeability
due to increasing MWCNTs content was observed in the study.
It is in agreement that using composite CNTs in water treatment possess several potential
advantages [180,184]. Previous toxicological evaluations showed that some fullerences and CNTs
might exhibit possible toxicity towards bacteria when dispersed in membranes. In a waste water
treatment process, the presence of microorganism may act as foulant material that induces
biofouling and eventually results in high maintenance costs. Therefore, the membranes based on
CNTs might serve as a basis for mitigation of membrane fouling through inhibition of bacterial
growth in the membrane water processes.
One of the considerations to be taken into account is alignment of CNTs and adhesion between
CNTs and substrate, in which CNTs with uniform lengths and diameters must be firmly anchored to
surface. Narayan et al. [185] successfully fabricated CNTs composite films with unusual
antimicrobial properties against S. aureus and S. warneri bacteria through pulsed laser ablation of
carbon. Nonetheless, immobilization of CNTs in membranes may not be able to display
antibacterial activity under the unfavorable fabrication condition. The study of Brunet et al. [140]
on antibacterial properties of ultrafiltration membranes made from MWCNTs-polysulfone
composites showed negative results most probably due to the concentration of CNTs in the
membrane skin layer and the alteration of the bioavailability resulted by the polymer wrapping
phenomenon. In order to get rid of these concerns, dispersion of CNTs must be enhanced with
longer mixing and compatibility of polymers can be improved through wrapping or
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functionalization with groups that are miscible with the host matrix. However, in the above study,
the main benefits of incorporating CNTs were reinforcement of polymeric membranes which were
more robust to the harsh condition during the water treatment processes.

FIGURE 8.24
Surface FESEM images of PVA nanocomposite membranes prepared with different contents of MWNT-PAH: (a)
raw PVA, (b) 1wt.%, (c) 2 wt.%, (d) 3 wt.% and (e) 4 wt.% [182]

Conclusions
Nanomaterials such as CNTs are attractive candidates for fabrication of highly selective and
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throughput membranes. Therefore, it is expected that CNTs-membranes may act as an additional
and valuable tool for upgrading the quality of separation processes available in current market.
Several experimental works have recently confirmed the theoretically predicted outstanding
transport properties of CNTs in CNTs-membranes. In most of the separation studies, CNTsMembranes have demonstrated improved separation performance and displayed attractive
selectivity versus permeability characteristics. The overall enhancement in both permeability and
flux for gas and liquid permeates suggests that CNTs can provide high diffusivity tunnels within the
polymer matrix. Also, it is interesting to reveal that the transport properties can be further
optimized through controlling of some influential key parameters such as size and loading amount
of CNTs.
Since its existence, the membrane technology based on CNTs-membranes has expanded and
become one of the most popular research topics due to its spectacular separation performance,
particularly through the results obtained from molecular simulations. However, realization of these
simulation results into practical laboratory processes still requires more activities regarding some
remained technological difficulties.
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